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David Baldacci
A Gambling Man

Charlotte Betts
Letting In The Light

California, 1949. Aloysius Archer is on his way to start a new job with a
renowned private investigator in Bay Town. Feeling lucky, he stops off at
a casino in Reno, where he meets an aspiring actress, Liberty Callahan.
Together, they head west on a journey filled with danger and surprises –
because Archer isn't the only one with a secretive past.

Cornwall, 1914. Edith Fairchild's good-for-nothing husband, Benedict,
deserted her when their children were babies. Now the children are almost
adult, Edith and Pascal, her faithful lover of two decades, are planning to
leave their beloved Spindrift artists' community and finally be together.

Arriving in a town rife with corruption, Archer is tasked with finding
out who is doing everything they can to disrupt the appointment of a
top official. Then two seemingly unconnected people are murdered at
a burlesque club. In a tight-lipped community, Archer must dig deep
to reveal the connection between the victims. And as the final perilous
showdown unfurls, he will need all of his skills to disentangle the truth
from the lies...
Aloysius Archer Series
Baldacci evokes the golden age
of detective noir in this highly
entertaining murder mystery.
HISTORICAL NOVEL SOCIETY

But an explosive encounter between Benedict and Pascal forces old secrets
into the light. Then an assassin's bullet fired in faraway Sarajevo sets in
motion a chain of events that changes everything.
Under the shadow of war, the community struggles to eke out a living. The
younger generation enlist or volunteer to support the war effort, facing
dangers that seemed unimaginable in the golden summer of 1914.
When it's all over, will the Spindrift community survive an unexpected
threat?
The last in the Spindrift
Trilogy
Romantic, engaging and hugely
satisfying. KATIE FFORDE
A highly-recommended novel of
love, tragedy and the power of
art. DAILY MAIL

Thriller 492pp

Historical Fiction 420pp

Josephine Cox and Gilly Middleton
A Time To Remember

Robert Goddard
This Is The Night They Come For You

Maureen Bancroft has never learned the art of putting herself first. As a
widow with a gentle temperament and humble ways, she's been easy to
take advantage of.

On a stifling afternoon at Police HQ in Algiers, Superintendent Taleb,
coasting towards retirement, is handed a ticking time bomb of a case
which will take him deep into Algeria's troubled past and its fraught
relationship with France.

All that changes when an unexpected windfall comes her way. Determined
to make up for lost time, she decides to take a holiday and, needing a
companion, looks up her friend Barbara Hayle.
Glamorous, and with a successful career on the stage, Barbara seems to be
everything that Maureen is not. But things aren't as they seem, and what
starts out as a nostalgic trip between friends becomes something different
altogether. Much has changed in the years since they first met – now
Maureen has something that her friend desperately needs, and Barbara is
used to getting exactly what she wants...

To his dismay, he is assigned to work with Agent Hidouchi, an intimidating
representative of the country's feared secret service, who makes it clear
she intends to call the shots. They are instructed to pursue a former agent,
now on the run after twenty years in prison for his part in a high-level
corruption scandal. But their search will lead them inexorably towards
a greater mystery – one surrounding a murder that took place in Paris
more than fifty years ago. Before long, Taleb will face a choice he has long
sought to avoid: between self-preservation, and doing the right thing.

Readers' Reviews:

Reader's Review:

Another brilliant Josephine Cox
book.

Goddard masterfully blends
historical fact with ingenious
fiction to present a narrative that
is both authentic and absorbing.

A poignant and compelling
story...

General Fiction 366pp
1

Mystery

462pp
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Nita Prose
The Maid

Sarah Turner
Stepping Up

I am your maid.

Beth has never stuck at anything. She's quit more jobs and relationships
than she can remember. It’s not that she hasn't tried to grow up; it's just
that the only commitment she's held down so far is Friday drinks at the
village pub.

I know about your secrets. Your dirty laundry.
But what do you know about me?
Molly the maid is all alone in the world. A nobody. She's used to being
invisible in her job at the Regency Grand Hotel, plumping pillows and
wiping away the grime, dust and secrets of the guests passing through.
She's just a maid – why should anyone take notice?
But she is suddenly thrown into the spotlight when she discovers an
infamous guest, Mr Black, very dead in his bed. This isn't a mess that
can be easily cleaned up. And as Molly becomes embroiled in a hunt for
the truth, following the clues whispering in the hallways of the Regency
Grand, she discovers a power she
never knew was there. She's just a
maid – but what can she see that
others overlook?
Readers' Reviews:
Sad, funny, witty...must be the
best book I’ve read this year.
...great combination of dark
comedy and smart mystery.

Then, in the space of a morning, her world changes. An unspeakable
tragedy turns her life upside down, and she finds herself guardian to her
teenage niece and toddler nephew; catapulted into an unfamiliar world
of bedtime stories, parents' evenings and cuddly elephants. Having never
been responsible for anyone before, it's not long before she feels seriously
out of her depth. What if she's simply not up to the job?
With a little help from her best friend Jory, and her lovely next-door
neighbour Albert, Beth is determined that this time she won't be giving
up – but stepping up...

Written with such love and
heart. Sarah has done an
exceptional job of marrying her
trademark comedy with deep
and raw emotion. I loved it!
GIOVANNA FLETCHER

Mystery 354pp

General Fiction 378pp

Lucy Adlington
The Dressmakers Of Auschwitz

Phillipa Ashley
A Golden Cornish Summer

At the height of the Holocaust, twenty-five young inmates of the infamous
Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp – mainly Jewish women and girls
– were selected to design, cut, and sew beautiful fashions for elite Nazi
women in a dedicated salon. It was work that they hoped would spare
them from the gas chambers.

Emma loved her life in the seaside village of Silver Cove. But when the
discovery of sunken treasure ignited a feud between her family and that
of Luke, her first love, everything fell apart. Heartbroken and betrayed,
she fled.

This fashion workshop, the Upper Tailoring Studio, was established by
the camp commandant's wife Hedwig Höss, and patronized by the wives
of SS guards and officers. Here, the dressmakers produced high-quality
garments for SS social functions in Auschwitz, and for ladies from Nazi
Berlin's upper crust.
Drawing on diverse sources – including interviews with the last surviving
seamstress – The Dressmakers Of Auschwitz follows the fates of these
brave women.

Lucy Adlington tells of the
horrors of the Nazi occupation
and the concentration camps
from a fascinating and original
angle. ALEXANDRA SHULMAN

N/F: War 453pp

Charnwood
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Now, as she wades into the sparkling surf for the first time in fifteen years,
she remembers everything she loved about this beautiful place. Then a
huge wave knocks her off her feet. Wet and dripping, Emma is rescued
by none other than Luke – who is, to her dismay, even more handsome
than ever.
Emma starts to wonder if returning home was a huge mistake – or if the
real treasure could have been waiting here for her all along...
Within moments you’ll feel like
you're at the Cornish seaside,
gazing out on the waves,
cream tea in hand. The ultimate
summer reading escape!’
YOURS MAGAZINE

Romance 384pp
2
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Will Dean
First Born

Jim Eldridge
Murder At The Savoy

The last thing a twin expects is to be alone...

September 1940. The height of the Blitz. When The Savoy advertises its
series of underground shelters, a crowd of people from East London arrive
at the hotel and demand entry. There they find a shelter worthy of The
Savoy's clientele, but the next morning, after the air raid and when the
Stepney protestors have left, it is discovered that one of the hotel's guests
is dead, stabbed through the heart.

Molly lives a quiet, contained life in London. Naturally risk averse, she
gains comfort from security and structure. Every day the same.
Her identical twin Katie is her exact opposite: gregarious and spontaneous.
They used to be inseparable, until Katie moved to New York a year ago.
Molly still speaks to her daily without fail.
But when Molly learns that Katie has died suddenly in New York, she is
thrown into unfamiliar territory. Katie is part of her DNA. As terrifying as it
is, she must go there and find out what happened. As she tracks her twin's
last movements, cracks begin to emerge. Nothing is what it seems. And a
web of deceit is closing around her.

Detective Chief Inspector Coburg and Sergeant Lampson are called in,
and the finger of suspicion falls firmly upon the East Londoners, but not
everything is as it seems in these sumptuous surroundings.

Original, imaginative, thrilling!
MARIAN KEYES

Hotel Mysteries (Coburg &
Lampson) Series

This taut, twisted thriller kept me
guessing until the very last page.
Clever, compelling and utterly
thrilling. LISA JEWELL

Readers' Reviews:
A very enjoyable whodunnit with
lots of authentic period detail
and atmosphere.
An entertaining and well-written
historical mystery...

Thriller 408pp

Historical Mystery 368pp

Erica James
Mothers And Daughters

Nina Stibbe
One Day I Shall Astonish The World

Since the sudden death of her husband, Naomi has steadily rebuilt the
life they shared in the village of Tilsham by the sea. Her eldest daughter
Martha is sensible and determined – exactly like her father was – and very
much in control of where her life is going. If she could just get pregnant
with her husband, life would be perfect. Willow, the youngest, was always
more sunny and easy-going, yet drifted through life, much to her father's
frustration. Yet now, with her charming new boyfriend Rick, she has a very
good reason to settle down.

Susan and Norma have been best friends for years, at first thrust together
by force of circumstance (a job at The Pin Cushion, a haberdashery
shop in 1990s Leicestershire), and then by force of character (neither
being particularly inclined to make friends with anyone else). But now,
thirty years later, faced with a husband seeking immortality and Norma
out of reach on a wave of professional glory, Susan begins to wonder
whether she has made the right choices about life, love, work – and, most
importantly, friendship.

But there are things Naomi has kept from her daughters. Like the arrival
of Ellis, a long-lost friend from way back, now bringing the fun and spark
back into her life. And she's certainly never told them that her marriage to
their father wasn't quite what it seemed...

A beautifully written story...a
satisfying treat of a novel.
ADELE PARKS

A true gift of a novel, I utterly
adored it. For as long as I could
make it last, the world just felt a
bit nicer. MEG MASON

A brilliant read. A compelling
family drama, full of twists and
turns. Completely absorbing.
SARAH MORGAN

General Fiction 503pp
3

General Fiction 385pp
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David Baldacci
Dream Town

Louise Beech
Nothing Else

Los Angeles, 1952. It is New Year's Eve, and PI Aloysius Archer is dining
with his friend and rising Hollywood actress Liberty Callahan when
they're approached by Eleanor Lamb, a screenwriter looking to hire him,
as she suspects someone is trying to kill her.

Heather Harris is a piano teacher and professional musician, whose quiet
life revolves around music, whose memories centre on a single song that
haunts her. A song she longs to perform again. A song she wrote as a
child, to drown out the violence in their home. A song she played with her
little sister, Harriet.

A visit to her Malibu residence leaves Archer knocked unconscious after
he stumbles over a dead body in the hallway. Meanwhile, Lamb seems to
have vanished. With the police now involved in the case, a close friend
and colleague of hers employs Archer to find out what's happened.
Archer's investigation takes him from the rich, glamorous and glitzy LA
to the seedy, dark side of the city, and onward to the gambling mecca of
Las Vegas. In a place where cops and crooks work hand in hand, Archer
will cross paths with Hollywood stars, politicians, criminals – and Death...

But Harriet is gone...she disappeared when their parents died, and
Heather never saw her again.
When Heather is offered an opportunity to play piano on a cruise ship,
she leaps at the chance. She'll read her recently released childhood care
records by day – searching for clues to her sister's disappearance – and
play piano by night...coming to terms with the truth about a past she's
done everything to forget.

Charnwood

September

Aloysius Archer Series
Baldacci delivers, every time!
LISA SCOTTOLINE

A tender and beautiful
story about the loving and
unbreakable bond between
sisters. MADELEINE BLACK

...one of the all-time best thriller
authors. LISA GARDNER

Thriller 554pp

General Fiction 432pp

George Bellairs
The Body In The Dumb River

Kate Ellis
Serpent's Point

Jim Lane is a decent, hardworking chap, with not an enemy anywhere.
People are surprised that anybody should want to kill him.

Serpent's Point in South Devon is the focus of local legends. The large
house on the headland is shrouded in an ancient tale of evil, and when a
woman is found strangled on the coastal path nearby, DI Wesley Peterson
is called in to investigate.

But Jim's body has been discovered in the Dumb River near Ely, sprawled
across a broken tree trunk; bruised, battered, and already dead when he
went into the water.
Now it's up to Superintendent Littlejohn of Scotland Yard to trace the
mystery of the unassuming victim's murder to its source, leaving waves of
scandal and sensation in his wake as the salacious secrets of Jim's hidden
life begin to surface...

British Library Crime Classics

The woman had been house-sitting at Serpent's Point and Wesley is
surprised to discover that she was conducting an investigation of her own
into unsolved missing persons cases. Could these enquires have led to
her murder?
While the case takes Wesley to Yorkshire and the Cotswolds, his friend,
archaeologist Neil Watson, is making a dramatic discovery of his own in
the fields nearby. Then, when a skeleton is uncovered, the pressure rises
to find a killer – and Wesley and Neil find out that Serpent's Point holds
more secrets than anyone could
have imagined.

Traditional whodunit fans looking
for a well-written puzzle will be
satisfied. PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

The Wesley Peterson Series

Classic Crime 282pp

Mystery 405pp

A beguiling author who
interweaves past and present.
THE TIMES
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Val McDermid
1989

Adele Parks
One Last Secret

It’s 1989, and Allie Burns is back. Older and maybe wiser, she's running
the northern news operation of the Sunday Globe, chafing at losing her
role in investigative journalism and at the descent into the gutter of the
UK tabloid media. And there's plenty to keep her occupied. The year begins
with the memorial service to the victims of the bombing of Pan Am Flight
103, but Allie has barely filed her copy when she stumbles over a story
about HIV/AIDS that will shock her into a major change of direction.

A week at a beautiful chateau in the south of France – it should be a
straightforward final job for Dora. She's a smart, stunning and discreet
escort, and Daniel has paid for her services before. This time, all she has to
do is to convince the assembled guests that she is his girlfriend.

The world of newspapers is undergoing a revolution, there's skulduggery
in the medical research labs, and there are seismic rumblings behind the
Iron Curtain. When kidnap and
murder are added to this potent
mix, Allie is forced to question all
her old certainties.
Allie Burns Series

The Queen of Crime has done it
again... Irresistible.
PATRICIA CROMWELL

Thriller 420pp

Dora is used to playing roles and being whatever men want her to be. This
will be a last, luxurious look at how the other half live, before she turns
her back on the escort world and all its dangers. She has found someone
she loves and trusts. With him, she can escape the life she's trapped in. But
now Dora finds herself face-to-face with a man she has never forgotten,
the one man who really knows
her. And it becomes terrifyingly
apparent that one last secret could
cost Dora her life...
I'll drop anything for a new
Adele Parks: she nails it
everytime. LUCY FOLEY
Adele Parks never takes her foot
off the gas, every book is better
than the last. LISA JEWELL

Suspense 450pp

Magna
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Anne Baker
The Orphan's Gift

Elaine Everest
The Woolworths Saturday Girls

When all seems lost, will her mother's legacy keep her safe?

1950. The Second World War is over and life has moved on for the
Woolworths girls, Sarah, Maisie and Freda. In a new world, these
women have high expectations of their daughters, wanting them to seize
opportunities they didn't have themselves. Ready to take on Saturday jobs
at Woolworths, budding friends Bessie, Claudette, Clementine and Dorothy
are faced with unforeseeable challenges as the real world comes into
focus. Their bond can only be strengthened as they overcome the darkest
of times. When Bessie finds love in the wrong crowd and falls pregnant,
the image of her future and ambitions become skewed, and she relies on
the Saturday girls to help her see her problems through – but can they
find a home for the baby when it
arrives? It is up to the Woolworths
girls, new and old, to save the day
– and their futures.

Aimee Kendrick is no stranger to heartache. Having lost her father during
the Great War and her mother, a famous French Impressionist painter,
in a tragic accident, Aimee is brought up by her troubled grandparents
on the banks of the River Mersey. She works hard at her art lessons
and is encouraged to believe she has inherited her mother's gift, but it
is her childhood friend and fellow student Frankie Hopkins who shows
greater talent. When Frankie joins the Kendricks' textile mill to work on
new fabric designs, Aimee begs her grandfather to teach her how to
run the business. Working together,
Aimee and Frankie become much
more than friends, but then they
find themselves involved in family
problems and it is impossible to
know what the future holds.
Truly compelling...
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
EVENING CHRONICLE
Heartwarming...
WOMAN’S WEEKLY

390pp
5
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Woolworths Girls Series
Readers' Reviews:
Nostalgic and heartwarming...
Excellent...

396pp

July

Rosie Goodwin
A Simple Wish

Juliet Greenwood
The Ferryman's Daughter

1885. Ruby Carter works hard in her parents' bakery. Whilst life isn't
easy, she's happy enough – her gentle mother protects young Ruby from
her cruel father, and loves her unconditionally. So when her mother falls
seriously ill, Ruby is heartbroken. Then, from her deathbed, her mother
reveals that Ruby was adopted.

1908. Hester always loved her mother best, her father had always been a
hard man to like, spending more time (and money) in the local than with
his family. After her mother’s sudden death, followed by an injury forcing
her father to give up his job as the ferryman, Hester is placed in the
position of carer for her young brother and sister.

Stricken by grief and alone with the violent man she called her father,
Ruby feels she has no choice but to flee. Homeless and alone, she is
relieved when a kindly stranger named Mrs Bamber takes pity on her and
welcomes her into her home.

As the years pass Hester must row the ferry night and day to keep them
all from starvation, while her hopes of working in a kitchen and one day
becoming a cook, slip further and further away.

But soon Ruby learns Mrs Bamber is not as generous as she first seemed
– she forces her into a life of crime as a jewel thief. Nevertheless, Ruby
is determined that one day she will atone for what she's done, and be
reunited with her birth parents...

Magna
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But just how far is Hester willing to go to make her dream a reality? And
as the threat of war comes ever closer to the Cornish coast, will it bring
opportunities or despair for Hester and her family?
Readers' Reviews:

Readers' Reviews:

The Ferryman’s Daughter is a
tour de force.

...charming...a joy to read.

...a sweeping story of loss...

...a truly fantastic story.

432pp

396pp

Rosie Hendry
Secrets And Promises

Anna Jacobs
A Valley Secret

1944. With deadly doodlebugs terrorising London, Bessie Rushbrook
agrees to give shelter to eight-year-old evacuee, Marigold, in her Norfolk
home. However, the little girl is no stranger, and Bessie must honour
the promise she gave to Marigold's mother, Grace, and not reveal her
connection to the child.

Lancashire, 1930s. When her mother dies, leaving her an old sewing
box and a clue to her father's identity, 22-year-old Maisie Bassett is
determined to make a fresh start.

Marigold's arrival stirs up Bessie's memories from the past when the world
was at war the first time. She is forced to face her actions from those days
and question the haunting secret that she's long kept hidden.
When Grace is injured in London, Bessie makes the heart-wrenching
decision to confess her secret, knowing that it could destroy everything she
holds dear. Will those who love her understand, and can they forgive her?

Changing her name and moving to the small town of Rivenshaw, she finds
a respectable job in a grocery store. But unwanted attentions from a man
at her new church make life increasingly difficult – until the shy, handsome
Gabriel Harte comes to her rescue.
Then she receives an inheritance from a distant relative and her world is
turned upside down. The home she's always dreamed of may finally be
hers – if she can keep it safe from a grasping slum landlord. With Gabriel's
help, can Maisie untangle the secrets of her past?

Backshaw Moss Series
Reader's Review:
A warm feel good read...

Reader's Review:
A compelling, fascinating and
well written family saga.

336pp

402pp
6
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Dilly Court
Sunday's Child

Margaret Dickinson
Wartime Friends

Left on the steps of an orphanage when she was just days old, Nancy
Sunday was brought up in hardship – until the kindly Rosalind Carey took
her in. Now eighteen years old, Nancy is an adopted member of the Carey
family. But she can't help wondering who her parents really were.

In 1940s coastal Lincolnshire, Carolyn Holmes is keen to do what she
can for the war effort. Raised on the family farm, she is prevented by
her mother Lilian from going to secretarial college after leaving the local
grammar school – although nothing is too good for her brother Tom.
Determined to do her bit, Carolyn leaves to join the ATS, where she meets
Beryl Morley, who will become a lifelong friend.

When Nancy is sent away to finishing school, she finds herself in the midst
of London society. There she meets Freddie Ashton – kind and warmhearted, he might just be the man of Nancy's dreams. But she knows his
wealthy parents would never let him marry a penniless foundling.
And she has also caught the eye of another man – the charming and
dangerous Gervase North, who has reasons of his own for discovering
Nancy's parentage...
Rockwood Chronicles Series
As always Dilly keeps you
absorbed right to the end.
CHOICE

After their basic training, Carolyn and Beryl are posted to Beaumanor
Hall as 'listeners', intercepting enemy messages which are then sent to
Bletchley Park for deciphering.
As the war unfolds and their work becomes even more vital, their
friendship strengthens. In the dangerous times that follow, they will both
need the support of the other as they face personal troubles of their own,
and the lives of those they love are
put at risk.

Queen of Saga. DAILY EXPRESS

Spellbinding...you just keep
turning the pages. DAILY MAIL

444pp

489pp

Jenny Holmes
The Air Raid Girls: Wartime Brides

Anna Jacobs
A Valley Wedding

Spring, 1942. Lizzie is making plans for her wedding with fiancé Bill. But
preparations during wartime aren't easy, and attacks on the Yorkshire port
of Kelthorpe are only getting worse.

Lancashire, 1936. With her son Gabriel finally married, and her youngest
following his dreams of becoming a doctor, Gwynneth Harte finds herself
with an empty nest – until a fire forces her to move in with Gabriel and
his wife Maisie at their home on Daisy Street.

Connie wants to be there for her sister, but she has troubles of her own – a
secret that is driving a wedge between herself and those who love her.
Meanwhile, Pamela faces new complications in her romance with Fred,
and the arrival of two new RAF servicemen stirs up trouble.
As bombs fall and friendships are tested, will the air raid girls keep their
fighting spirit and find their happy endings?

Arthur Chapman has been at a low ebb ever since the death of his wife.
Turning to drink in his grief, he lost both his job and contact with his
grandchild, Beatie – but now the inheritance of a house from a distant
relative is the fresh start he needs.
When Beatie runs away from her cruel grandmother and takes refuge with
Gwynneth, she and Arthur are thrown together – and find themselves
growing closer. But trouble is brewing in the valley. Can the residents of
Backshaw Moss band together to keep each other safe, and will there be
wedding bells on Daisy Street?

The Air Raid Girls Series
Backshaw Moss Series
Readers' Reviews:
Loved the whole story...
I couldn't put this book down...

Anna Jacobs' books are
deservedly popular. She is one
of the best writers of Lancashire
sagas around.
HISTORICAL NOVELS REVIEW

391pp
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442pp

August – September

Nancy Revell
Triumph Of The Shipyard Girls

Lilly Robbins
The Stockport Girls

Sunderland, 1943. With the future of Britain uncertain, the shipyard girls
fight to keep their lives on an even keel.

Stockport, 1944. Alice seems to have it all, but the truth is her marriage
isn't as solid as it seems. Busy running her husband's family shop while
he's at war, everything changes when she meets handsome Louis, fresh in
from Guernsey with young evacuee twins Gabriela and Philip.

Head welder Rosie is just about managing to keep her double life hidden
from little sister Charlotte's prying eyes. But Charlotte senses something is
up, and with a secret this big, the truth is bound to come out.
After a whirlwind wedding, Polly must bid farewell to her sweetheart as
he returns to the front line.
And there is something odd about yard manager Helen's newest recruit
Bel. But in resolving to uncover the truth, Helen might discover more than
she bargained for.
Only by rallying together will the shipyard girls triumph!

Magna
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Factory heir Sophie is thrilled to be getting married – if only her mother
didn't disapprove! She's marrying for love, but her mother is convinced
Tony is marrying for money. Is there more to her concern than Sophie
realises?
Emily is tired of being pitied as the single friend. She's not averse to
marriage but she's in no rush either! When she meets Italian prisoner-ofwar Marco, she knows there can be no future. Her brother was killed in
Dunkirk and her family would never accept an Italian...

Shipyard Girls Series
Readers' Reviews:

A heartwarming and
absorbing WWII family saga

Nancy Revell has succeeded
again in creating a tumultuous
world for the girls of the
shipyards.
...guaranteed to tug on even the
toughest of heartstrings.

521pp

554pp

AnneMarie Brear
The Market Stall Girl

Rosie Goodwin
A Daughter's Destiny

Yorkshire, 1913. Beth Beaumont enjoys her life as a rhubarb farmer's
daughter. Although not thinking of marriage, when Beth meets village
miner Noah Jackson, she is suddenly very aware that Noah is a man who
could change her mind.

Warwickshire, 1875. Emerald Pritchard has lived a privileged life with her
parents and her younger sister Abigail in the stately Astley House on the
outskirts of Nuneaton. But all that suddenly changes when her father
disappears, leaving the family in debt. They are forced to throw themselves
on the mercy of Emerald's uncle, who begrudgingly allows them a small
cottage within the grounds of his farm.

But a disaster at the coal mine changes their lives forever and Noah's love
for Beth is put at risk. However, Louis Melville, the wealthy son of a local
gentry family, wants Beth for himself. At first he is willing to offer marriage,
but when Beth turns him down, Melville, furious to be denied, wreaks
revenge with devastating consequences.
Will Beth and Noah find the happiness they wish for?

Desperate to find work, Emerald is forced to travel to London and become
the companion of a distant aunt she's never met. Rebellious Abigail is
unwilling to lower herself to doing menial farm chores, and instead runs
away, finding work at a club in Soho, where she soon finds herself in
desperate trouble.
Emerald is alone in the unfamiliar capital that brings its own dangers. Will
she ever be able to find happiness
and reunite her family again.

Market Stall Girl Series
Reader's Review:
Readers' Reviews:
Another amazing read by
AnneMarie Brear.

...kept me gripped from start to
finish.

The kind of book you can't wait
to get back to and immerse
yourself in.

373pp

470pp
8
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A Wartime Welcome At Rookery
House
October, 1940. When VAD nurse Evie narrowly escapes being killed in an
air raid during the London Blitz, it propels her to make a life-changing
decision to break free of her troubled and unhappy life. She escapes to the
Norfolk countryside to start afresh, with a job at the newly opened Great
Plumstead Hall hospital, and a wonderful new home at Rookery House.
The community of Great Plumstead welcomes evacuees to the village –
mothers and children bombed out of their London homes. Sisters Prue and
Thea, along with members of The Mother's Day Club, help the new arrivals
settle in, while continuing their work for the war effort by holding knitting
bees and doing WVS work.
But when a patient arrives who knew her in her former life, Evie's
newfound freedom and happiness
are in danger. Will the secrets of
her past be revealed?
Reader's Review:
Rosie Hendry’s style is
effortless to read making for a
heartwarming and feel good
reading experience.

September
Elsie Mason
The Biscuit Factory Girls
Newly married to dashing RAF officer Tom, Irene Farley leaves behind
her safe countryside life to move in with his family by the docks in South
Shields. But she is hardly prepared for the devastation the Jerry bombers
have wreaked on the Sixteen Streets, or that they would be living under
her mother-in-law's roof, alongside Tom's brothers and their wives!
Irene's only escape is her job at the local Wight's Biscuit factory, packing
up a little taste of home for the brave boys fighting for king and country
across the channel. As the threat of war creeps ever closer to the Sixteen
Streets, the biscuit factory girls bond together, because no one can get
through this war alone...
Biscuit Factory Girls Series
Readers' Reviews:
A grand, timeless story of one
woman's spirit, integrity and
self-discovery.
...a compelling tale of love and
family.

318pp

436pp

Michelle Rawlins
Steel Girls On The Home Front

Nancy Revell
Christmas With The Shipyard Girls

Spring, 1940. As the war rages on, Vickers steelworks is busier than ever,
which is proving tough for Nancy as she juggles working long hours and
looking after two young children, all while waiting for her husband to
return home safely.

Sunderland, 1942. Christmas is fast approaching, and with it comes a
flurry of snow and surprises...

Betty is determined to roll up her sleeves and join the Women's Voluntary
Service to keep busy, and distract her from fretting about her fiancé. But
Patty is left worrying about someone closer to home. Sweetheart Archie
has been keeping a secret from her – one that puts him in great danger.
Will it threaten to pull them apart for good?
With life at war tougher than ever, can the factory sisters rally together to
find a way through?

Against all odds, Polly's fiancé has finally returned home from the front
line. If they can keep things on an even keel, she might get the winter
wedding she's always dreamed of.
Meanwhile shipyard manager Helen is determined to move on after a
turbulent year. Her sights are set on breaking the yard's production record
and no one, not even the handsome Dr Parker, is going to get in her way.
And head welder Rosie's little sister Charlotte has turned up unannounced.
Why is she back, and so set on staying?

Steel Girls Series
A heart-warming story perfect
for saga lovers. NANCY REVELL

Shipyard Girls Series
Reader's Review:
...a sheer delight to read from
start to finish.

340pp
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Billy Connolly
Windswept & Interesting

Kjell Ola Dahl
Little Drummer

My Autobiography
In his first full-length autobiography, comedy legend and national treasure
Billy Connolly reveals the truth behind his windswept and interesting
life. Born in a tenement flat in Glasgow in 1942, orphaned by the age of
four, and a survivor of appalling abuse, Billy's life is a remarkable story of
success against all the odds.

When a woman is found dead in her car in a Norwegian parking garage,
everyone suspects an overdose...until a forensics report indicates that
she was murdered. Oslo Detectives Frølich and Gunnarstranda discover
that the victim's Kenyan scientist boyfriend has disappeared, and their
investigations soon lead them into the shady world of international
pharmaceutical deals.

Billy first found his escape as an apprentice welder in the shipyards, later
becoming a folk musician with his talent on the banjo. But it was his ability
to spin stories, tell jokes, and hold an audience in the palm of his hand
that truly set him apart.

While Gunnarstranda closes in on the killers in Norway, Frølich and
Lise, his new journalist ally, travel to Africa, where they make a series of
shocking discoveries about exploitation and corruption in the distribution
of foreign aid and essential HIV medications.

Windswept & Interesting is Billy's story in his own words. Joyfully
funny and stuffed full of hard-earned wisdom – as well as countless
digressions on fishing, farting and
the joys of dancing naked – it is an
unforgettable, life-affirming story of
a true comedy legend.

When tragedy unexpectedly strikes, all three investigators face incalculable
danger, spanning two continents. And not everyone will make it out alive...

Shortlisted for British Book
Awards 2022 Non-Fiction
Narrative Book of the Year

Isis

July

Oslo Detectives Series
A triumph of skill, invention and
edge-of-the-seat storytelling.
DENZIL MEYRICK

Billy Connolly's long and vivid life
makes for a joyous memoir.
THE BIG ISSUE

N/F: Autobiography 408pp

Mystery 330pp

Stephen Leather
Last Man Standing

J.D. Robb
Abandoned In Death

Friendships forged in the heat of combat can be stronger than anything. So
when SAS trooper Matt Standing is told that the former Navy SEAL who
saved his life is in trouble, he doesn't hesitate to go to his aid – even if
that means flying half way around the world to Los Angeles.

Say goodnight, baby darling.

Navy SEAL-turned-bodyguard Bobby-Ray Barnes has been accused of
killing the man he was supposed to be protecting. The dead client was
a Russian oligarch with connections to the Kremlin. But who wanted
him dead? And if Bobby-Ray wasn't the killer, who carried out the
assassination and why is Bobby-Ray being framed?
Standing is the only man who can answer those questions – providing he
can stay alive long enough.

The first in the Matt Standing
Series

Three young women have gone missing. They're all pretty, mid-twenties –
someone clearly has a type. But no one links their disappearances until the
first – Lauren Elder – is found lying peacefully on a bench in a children's
playground. She is neatly dressed with a wide black velvet ribbon covering
where her neck has been precisely slit. Her hands are folded over a childish
sign on which is written in black crayon – 'Bad Mommy!'.
Lt Eve Dallas and her team are brought in to investigate Lauren's murder
and uncover the links to the other two women. Can they find out enough
about the missing women and unmask their captor before they kill
again...?

In Death Series
Reader's Review:

Readers' Reviews:

Truly impossible to put down…

Gripping, fast paced, action
packed thriller…
...the perfect blend of plot and
action...

Thriller 378pp

Crime 396pp
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Eva Björg Ægisdóttir
Night Shadows

Beth O'Leary
The No-Show

The small community of Akranes is devastated after a young man dies in
a mysterious house fire. When Detective Elma and her colleagues from
West Iceland CID discover the fire was arson, they become embroiled in an
increasingly perplexing case. For the dead man's final online search raises
fears that they could be investigating not one murder, but two.

Three women. Three dates. One missing man.

A few months before the fire, a young Dutch woman takes a job as an au
pair in Iceland, desperate to make a new life for herself after the death of
her father. But the seemingly perfect family who employs her turns out to
have problems of its own, and she soon discovers she is running out of
people to turn to.

2.43 p.m. Miranda's hoping that a Valentine's Day lunch with Carter will
be the perfect way to celebrate her new job. It's a fresh start, and a sign
that her life is falling into place: she's been dating him for five months
now, and things are getting serious. But why hasn't he shown up?

As the police begin to home in on the truth, Elma finds herself in mortal
danger – someone has secrets they'll do anything to hide...
Forbidden Iceland Series
Fans of Nordic Noir will love this.
ANN CLEEVES

8.52 a.m. Siobhan is looking forward to her breakfast date with Joseph.
She was surprised when he suggested it – she normally sees him late
at night in her hotel room. Breakfast on Valentine's Day surely means
something...so where is he?

6.30 p.m. Joseph Carter agreed to be Jane's fake boyfriend at an
engagement party. Though they've not known each other long, their
friendship is fast becoming the brightest part of her new life in Winchester.
But he's not here.
Meet Joseph Carter. That is, if you
can find him...
Ingenious, heartwarming and
romantic. SOPHIE KINSELLA

Chilling and addictive, with a
twist you won't see coming. I
loved it! SHARI LAPENA

The kind of book that leaves
an impression on your heart.
HOLLY MILLER

Mystery

Romance 378pp

390pp

Simon Reeve
Journeys To Impossible Places

Kate Saunders
The Mystery Of The Sorrowful Maiden

In Life And Every Adventure

In the spring of 1853, private detective Laetitia Rodd receives a delicate
request from a retired actor, whose days on the stage were ended by a
theatre fire ten years before. His great friend, and the man he rescued from
the fire, Thomas Transome, has decided to leave his wife, who now needs
assistance in securing a worthy settlement. Though Mrs Rodd is reluctant
to get involved with the scandalous world of the theatre, she cannot turn
away a woman in need. She agrees to take the case.

Bestselling author and presenter Simon Reeve reveals the inside story of his
most astonishing adventures and experiences, both around the planet and
close to home. Journeys To Impossible Places continues the story Simon
started in Step By Step, which traced the first decades of his life from
depressed and unemployed teenager through to his early TV programmes.
Now he takes us on the adventures that followed in beautiful, tricky, and
downright dangerous corners of the world, from remote paradise islands
to jungles dripping with heat and life, and on nerve-wracking secret
missions. Simon shares what his unique experiences and encounters have
taught him, and the deeper lessons he draws from joy and raw grief in his
personal life – and from wise friends, fatherhood, inspiring villagers, brave
fighters, and his beloved dogs.
He inspires us to battle fear and
negativity, and embrace the glory
of our world.
Readers' Reviews:
...a fascinating, honest, funny,
and emotional read.

But what starts out as a simple matter of negotiation becomes complicated
when a body is discovered in the burnt husk of the old theatre. Soon Mrs
Rodd finds herself embroiled in family politics, rivalries that would put the
Capulets and Montagues to shame, and betrayals on a Shakespearean
scale...
The Laetitia Rodd Series
Well-defined characters, an
intricate plot, and a beguiling
narrator make this a winner.
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

...thought provoking and
inspiring...

N/F: Travel 445pp
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James Bailey
The Way Back To You

Stephen Leather
Standing Alone

When Simon Brown reconnects on Facebook with his first love Sylvie – the
French pen pal he never actually met – he is determined that this time
things will be different.

What makes a good man become an assassin?

However, life isn't so straightforward at sixty as it was at sixteen. His
daughter's getting married, he's got difficult guests staying at his B&B, and
his larger-than-life schoolfriend Ian has abruptly waltzed back into his life.

A Navy SEAL has gone rogue, selling his skills to the highest bidder as a
professional assassin. Ryan French no longer cares who he kills so long as
the price is right. His former bosses want him taken down, and SAS trooper
Matt 'Lastman' Standing is tasked with the job.

Adamant that he can't let this second chance pass by, Simon sets off on a
bike ride from Bristol to Bordeaux with Ian in tow, on the very same route
they covered as teenagers in pursuit of love.

A lethal killing machine with experience in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria,
Standing is now hunting French in the lawless Wild West forests of
Humboldt County, where the US produces most of its legal – and illegal
– cannabis.

But although they now have better bikes, more acceptable haircuts, and
Google Maps, some things never change, and it soon becomes clear that
this trip will have even more bumps in the road than the first.

But French isn't the only predator in the wilderness – there are Mexican
cartels, Russian Mafia and Hungarian gangsters – and Standing has to
overcome them all to get to his target.

A charming story filled with wit
and romance. I loved it.
OLIVIA BEIRNE

Matt Standing Series

Romance 361pp

Thriller 375pp

Alexander McCall Smith
A Song Of Comfortable Chairs

M.P. Wright
A Traitor To His Blood

Grace Makutsi's husband Phuti is in a bind. An international firm is
attempting to undercut his prices in the office furniture market. Phuti has
always been concerned with quality and comfort, but this new firm seems
interested only in profits. To make matters worse, they have a slick new
advertising campaign that seems hard to beat. Nonetheless, with Mma
Ramotswe's help, Phuti comes up with a campaign that may just do the
trick.

St Pauls, Bristol, 1980. Joseph Tremaine Ellington has long abandoned his
former career as an enquiry agent for the safety of teaching. But his old
life draws him back. One of the very few lights from Ellington's dark and
violent past has flickered out. His fiancée, Ruth Castle, is dead – leaving
him heartbroken and alone, bringing up his fifteen-year-old niece Chloe.
Ellington's days are long and lonely, his nights tormented by old ghosts.

Meanwhile, Mma Makutsi is approached by an old friend who has a
troubled son. Grace and Phuti agree to lend a hand, but the boy proves
difficult to reach, and the situation is more than they can handle on their
own. It will require not only all of their patience and dedication, but also
the help of Mma Ramotswe and the formidable Mma Potokwani, in order
to help the child.

Isis

September

Stephen Leather writes really
exciting action thrillers. It's like
being there yourself.
CHRIS RYAN

When the wife of a respected Baptist minister vanishes into a seamy, deadend world of users and abusers, leaving behind both her own family and a
critically fragile premature infant daughter, Ellington is asked if he can help
find the woman. He was determined to keep his distance from the dangers
of the Bristol night. But his inescapable obligation to an old friend keeps
bringing him back like a moth to a flame...
The JT Ellington Series

The No.1 Ladies' Detective
Agency Series

Soon to be a TV Series
Readers' Reviews:
A pitch perfect addition to this
superb series.

SIM PUB
TITLE

Mystery 287pp

...powerful and sometimes
shocking...

Mystery 375pp
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Shelley Burr
Wake

Fiona Palmer
The Long Weekend

Mina McCreery's sister Evelyn disappeared nineteen years ago. Her life
since has been defined by the intense public interest in the case. Now
an anxious and reclusive adult, she lives alone on her family's destocked
sheep farm.

Coming together for a writing workshop with bestselling author Jan
Goldstein, four strangers converge upon a luxury forest retreat. But along
with their notepads and laptops, each of the participants has brought
some emotional baggage.

When Lane, a private investigator, approaches her with an offer to
reinvestigate the case, she rejects him. The attention has had nothing but
negative consequences for her and her family, and never brought them
closer to an answer.

Beth is a solo parent and busy career woman haunted by a tragic car
accident. Simone is a successful Instagram star, but she's hiding behind a
facade. Jamie is the only man, and a handsome personal trainer – but he
looks out of place with a pen in his hand. And Alice is a wife and mum
recovering from postnatal depression. She and Jamie soon realise they are
not such perfect strangers after all.

Lane wins Mina's trust when his unconventional methods show promise
– but he has his own motivations for wanting to solve the case. And his
obsession with finding the answer will ultimately risk both their lives...
Winner of the CWA Debut
Dagger Award
Incredible! A vividly told mystery,
perfect for fans of Jane Harper.
ALLIE REYNOLDS
...a bright new talent in Australian
crime fiction. CHRIS HAMMER

Mystery

378pp

Only one thing is for sure: on this creative getaway, nothing will go
according to script...
Delves deep into themes of
secret affairs, hidden identities,
parental neglect and untold
truths. WHO WEEKLY
An emotionally charged and
engaging novel, with a good
and interesting cast.
CANBERRA WEEKLY

Romance 306pp

Michael Robotham
Lying Beside You

Fiona Sussman
Addressed To Greta

Twenty years ago, Cyrus Haven's family was murdered. Only he and his
brother survived. Cyrus: because he hid. Elias: because he was the killer.

Greta Jellings blushes and bumbles her way through her carefully ordered
existence, forever constrained by what her mother would have said
and done. No expectation, no disappointment was one of her mother's
mantras, and it has served Greta well too. But it is the death of her dear
friend Walter, and his unusual bequest, that finally force her to escape the
shackles of her safe life. For Walter has set Greta a challenge that leads her
across the world, so far outside her comfort zone that she has no choice
but to confront who she really is. In the foreignness of strangers she will
find the familiar, and in the expanse of the vista she will gain perspective.
Most of all, she will find the courage to be seen, and express her true self...

Now Elias is being released from a secure psychiatric hospital, and Cyrus, a
forensic psychologist, must decide if he can forgive the man who destroyed
his childhood.
As he prepares for the homecoming, Cyrus is called to a crime scene in
Nottingham. A man is dead, and his daughter Maya is missing. Then a
second woman is abducted. The only witness is Evie Cormac, a troubled
teenager with a gift for knowing when people are lying.
Both missing women have dark secrets that Cyrus must unravel to find
them – and he and Evie know how the past can come back to haunt you...
Cyrus Haven Series
An absolute master.
STEPHEN KING
He writes in a voice with a
haunting sense of soul.
PETER JAMES

Mystery 426pp
13

July

Winner of the NZ Booklovers
Best Adult Fiction Award
2021
Readers' Reviews:
...feel good fiction at its best.
...an endearing and entertaining
read.

General Fiction 468pp

Aurora Softcover
Toni Jordan
Dinner With The Schnabels

J.P. Pomare
The Wrong Woman

Things haven't gone well for Simon Larsen lately. He adores his wife Tansy
and his children, but since his business failed and he lost the family home,
he can't seem to get off the couch.

Reid left both the police force and the small town of Manson a decade
ago, promising his boss he’d never return. He made a new life in the
city, became a PI, and turned his back on his old life for good.
Now an insurance firm has offered him good money to look into a
suspicious car crash, and he finds himself back in the place he grew up –
home to his complicated family history, a scarring relationship
breakdown, and a very public career-ending incident.
As Reid’s investigation unfolds, nothing is as it seems: rumours are
swirling about the woman who was driving at the time of the accident
which killed her professor husband, and the Chief of Police’s daughter
has disappeared. As Reid veers off course from the job he has been paid
to do, will he find himself in the dangerous position of taking
on the town again?

His larger-than-life in-laws, the Schnabels – Tansy's mother, sister, and
brother – won't get off his case. To keep everyone happy, Simon needs to
do one little job: he has a week to landscape a friend's backyard for an
important Schnabel family event.
But as the week progresses, Simon is derailed by the arrival of an
unexpected house guest. Then he discovers Tansy is harbouring a secret.
As his world spins out of control, who can he really count on when the
chips are down?

I loved every page of this funny,
warm, delightful novel!
LIANE MORIARTY

A master of the carefully
constructed, impeccably paced
psycho-thriller.
THE AUSTRALIAN

Aurora
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SIM PUB
TITLE

Able to pull off red herrings
galore and crafty, satisfying
twists. KIRKUS REVIEWS

General Fiction 360pp

Mystery 451pp

Emma Styles
No Country For Girls

Sasha Wasley
A Caravan Like A Canary

A man is dead, and now that Charlie and Nao are unwilling accomplices in
his murder, there's only one thing to do: hit the road in the victim's pickup,
with a bag of stolen gold stashed under the passenger seat. Suddenly
criminals with the full weight of the law on their backs, they must make
their way across Australia's unforgiving landscape using only their wits to
survive. They will be forced to subvert every expectation placed upon them
to evade capture, and escape with their lives...

When Tara Button's mother asks her to drive the bright yellow family
caravan from one end of the state to the other, it's her charming but
unreliable brother Zac who convinces her it's a good idea. Besides, this
road trip might keep Zac out of trouble – and that's always been a second
job for Tara.
But she hadn't expected Zac's enigmatic friend Danh to come along for the
ride. Or the bikies that seem to be following them up the coast...
As they travel along the open road, memories of the Buttons' last trip in
the caravan engulf Tara, while a rediscovered love for the wild and glorious
ocean chips away at her reserve. When forced to face her past, will she find
the courage to let go and discover her dreams?

A thrilling cat-and-mouse
pursuit through West Australia's
Badlands... It left me breathless
ALEX MARWOOD

Thriller 354pp

Readers' Reviews:
I absolutely loved this.
...an enthusiastic, deep,
humorous story about travel,
reconnection and self-discovery.

Romance 503pp
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Michael Bennett
Better The Blood

Sherryl Clark
Mad, Bad And Dead

Hana Westerman is a tenacious Maori detective juggling single motherhood
and the pressures of her career in Auckland's Central Investigation Branch.
When she's led to a crime scene by a mysterious video, she discovers a
man hanging in a secret room. As Hana and her team work to track down
the culprit, other deaths lead her to think that they are searching for New
Zealand's first serial killer.
With little to go on, Hana must use all her experience as a police officer
to try and find a motive to these apparently unrelated murders. What she
eventually discovers is a link to an historic crime that leads back to the
brutal bloody colonisation of New Zealand.

Already struggling to juggle co-running Candlebark's pub/bistro along
with her new childcare responsibilities, the last thing Judi Westerholme
needs right now is more stress. Yet, as usual, it arrives in spades: she starts
receiving threatening late-night phone calls before discovering one of her
best employees, Kate, shot dead in her bed. Once again, Judi finds herself
at the centre of a murder investigation, as well as the hunt for Kate's
fourteen-year-old daughter who has been missing since the murder. Add
in the uncertainty of her relationship with D.S. Heath and the fact that her
estranged mother's nursing home keeps calling to urge her to visit, and
Judi might finally be at breaking point...

Then the pursuit becomes frighteningly personal, and Hana realises that,
whilst her heritage is key to finding the killer, their agenda of revenge may
include her – and her family...

Judi Westerholme Series

Currently in development for
a six-part TV series
...engrossing and exciting...
THE BOOKSELLER

SIM PUB
TITLE

Sherryl Clark is a worthy addition
to the crime writing fraternity...
SHOTS MAG
Clark delves into dark places
close to home. LEIGH RUSSELL

SIM PUB
TITLE
Mystery 425pp

Mystery 409pp

Karen Herbert
The Cast Aways Of Harewood Hall

Lizzie O'Hagan
The Visa

Josh is a sweet, well-meaning university student with a big heart. After
he impulsively steals two research mice from a campus laboratory, he
hides them in the basement of Harewood Hall, a venerable building in
the retirement village where he works. The mice are happy, Josh is happy
– until he discovers that his charges might be carrying a deadly disease.

For a commitment-phobe who's never taken a girl on a third date, Jack
finds getting married to his old friend Maya pretty easy. He's a New
Zealander in need of a visa to stay in the country, and she doesn't believe
in marriage anyway. Simple.

Enter a curious cat called Harley, a devilish dog called Bobby, the arrival
of some mysterious packing boxes, and a strange spike in the village's
water bill.
As the clock ticks and disaster looms, can the residents of Harewood Hall
save the day?

Maya and Jack live in wedded, sex-less bliss, until one day Jack starts to
get serious with someone else...
Suddenly Maya finds herself falling into a role she never thought she'd
be: a wife – and a scorned one at that – who is falling uncontrollably,
undeniably, and entirely inconveniently, in love with her own husband.

SIM PUB
TITLE
Readers' Reviews:
Heartwarming, cosy and
uplifting.
A must read for anyone who
loves a rom-com...

General Fiction 332pp
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Emma Davies
Blackberry Way

Sally Quilford
The Perils Of Polly

Gail Richards
Wrong Paths

Jasmina Svenne
Her Heart To Win

Appleyard Farm Series

312pp

318pp

324pp

Natalie Kleinman
The Reluctant Bride

Enid Reece
On The Case

372pp

312pp

Alan C. Williams
Love In The Golden
Sun

Linford Romance

Linford Romance Softcover 		

252pp

August

Sue Cook
Tara's African
Adventure

312pp

324pp

September

Kitty-Lydia Dye
Lord Winterton's
Secret

Wendy Kremer
Too Late For Love

Carol MacLean
A Death In Didlinton

Elizabeth McGinty
Half Moon Ranch

247pp

300pp

241pp

241pp
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July

Paul Bedford
Tears Of The Buffalo

Frank Callan
Bad Name Drifter

240pp

228pp

P. McCormac
The Legend of Keane
O'Leary

John E. Vale
Crows Creek
234pp

276pp

August

Will Black
The Battle For The
Bar-Q

Matt Cole
Boyd Rode Alone
282pp

246pp

Brent Larssen
Massacre At Maple
Bluff

Thomas McNulty
Ambush At Skyline
Ranch

234pp

222pp

Dale Graham
Bleak Winds Of
Destiny

Jack Martin
The Tumbleweed
Trail

234pp

222pp

September

George Arthur
Tracking Apache Joe

Harriet Cade
Hogan's Bluff

246pp

228pp
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Forthcoming titles for October – December 2022
Charnwood

The Bullet That Missed
by Richard Osman
No Plan B by Lee & Andrew Child

Magna

A Daughter’s War by Emma Hornby
The Winter Rose by Katie Flynn

Isis

Black Hearts by Doug Johnstone
Bad Actors by Mick Herron

Aurora
COVER TO BE REVEALED

Larch Tree Lane by Anna Jacobs
The Invisible by Peter Papathanasiou

COVER TO BE REVEALED
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